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A Fourier-transform analysis (FTA) of the interaction potential between an atom and a
helicoidal periodic distribution of atoms is presented. The accuracy of this procedure is tested
with respect to the standard pairwise potential sum techniques. It is shown that the
convergence of l?TA is quite good, mainly when the probe atom lies inside the helicoidal
cavity and when the matter density on the helix remains reasonably large. Criteria are given for
the applicability of the FTA to a helicoidal atomic distribution.

1. INTRODUCTION
The interaction between an atom or a molecule and a
mesoscopic system has been widely studied for particularly
simple geometries of the system. As an example, the interaction potential between an adatom and a substrate is generally written’ as an extended sum of pairwise atom-atom
contributions. The need for accurate calculations of the
energy on the one hand and for fast sum procedures on the
other hand requires the use of computational techniques
based on approximate schemes. Beyond the most comused continuum
approximation,
monly
the twodimensional (2D) Fourier analysis of the interaction potential has been developed by Steele2 for inflnite periodic
planar structures. The accuracy of this analysis depends on
the truncation of the sum over the reciprocal translation
vectors g which itself strongly depends on the matter density in the planes.
However, there is now a reverse tendency which consists in assessing the role of the reduced dimensionality on
the bonding properties of matter, particularly in confinement effects on physisorption. In that case, the surface
geometry can be spherical, cylindrical, or even helicoidal,
and the previously mentioned 2D Fourier analysis appears
more complicated. Zeolite and related compound micropores are illustrative examples of particular surface geometries. Atom or molecule transport and adsorption on these
confined surfaces have been shown3 to depend significantly
on these geometries and also on the framework structure
and on long-range electrostatic fields found in many zeolites. Accurate calculations of the interaction energy between the adsorbate and the sorbent thus accumulate two
species of difficulties tied to the extended potential sum
procedure and to the particular surface geometry. Another
example for which extended interaction calculations are
required concerns the ion and atom diffusion in solids with
low-order symmetry. The crystals pertaining to quartz
family are formed by atomic helicoidal distribution forming channels which allow the particles to migrate, as observed in sweeping experiments.4 The atomic probe of
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polymers or of biological molecules (DNA, RNA, proteins, etc.) as in atomic force microscopy, is a third example for which it is necessary to get accurate information on
the interaction potential between an atom and a helicoidal
extended system. The extension to a chiral molecule interacting with a biological molecule can also provide an interpretation of the chiral discrimination observed in chromatography experiment? or of the structures of biological
systems.6
In this paper, we develop a Fourier-transform analysis
procedure (FTA) of the interaction energy between an
atom and an helicoidal atomic structure. In contrast with
planar geometries for which the periodicity is described by
a 2D cell, the periodicity of the helicoidal system is determined by the 1D cell characterizing the length of the helix
segment, i.e., the distance between equivalent atoms along
the helix. The helix geometry and the probe atom position
are defined in Sec. II. The general expression of the interaction potential is then given in Sec. III with particular
attention to the case of a Lennard-Jones pairwise interaction. In Sec. IV, we consider first the analytical case where
the probe atom remains on the helix axis and then compute
the Fourier coefficients for a probe atom lying in a plane
perpendicular to the helix axis. In both cases, the results on
the Fourier analysis of the interaction energy are compared
with those obtained in the standard sum procedure. A detailed discussion of the FTA method convergence, mainly
on the g truncation, is done and the potential-energy surfaces are drawn for several helix characteristics.
II. GEOMETRY OF THE HELICOIDAL

STRUCTURE

Let us consider identical atoms regularly distributed
on a helix with pitch B and radius p and define the atom
number N per helix pitch. The distance on the helix between two consecutive atoms on the helix is S,, and its
projections on the helix axis and in a plane perpendicular
to the helix axis are defined as b and a, respectively. b and
a are respectively equal to (B/25-) EJ,,and ptI,, where oh is
the angle defining the small element a (see Fig. 1). The
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Z

Sh thus appears as the modulus of the primitive vector in
the curved direct space, and the reciprocal primitive vector
is defined as

Ia)
\

GB= 2rrg/Sh

(g integer).

(4)

Sh, S, and S represent distances measured along the helix.
Let us then define the position R(X,Y,Z)
of the probe
atom A. The plane Z=const containing this atom intersects the helix at a point C which is at a distance S from the
helix origin (p,O,O), and the helix axis at a point 0’. Inside
this plane, the position of atom A is [Fig. 1 (b)]
O’A=p(S)
where p(S)
frame,

+W),

(5)

defines the helix vector O’C in the absolute

p(S) =p cos e(s)x+p

sin e(s)y

and g(S) characterizes the vector CA whose components
&, and cr in the moving frame ( X,Ys) are S independent,
while their components in the absolute frame are written,

&=COS B(S)&--sin

e(s)c,,

$r=sin

e(s)g,.

~(S)&+COS

(6)

The angle e(S) which defines the orientation of the vector
O’C is given by
0’

X

e(s) =T

FIG. 1. Helix geometry in (a) the absolute frame (X,Y,Z)and (b)
position of the probe atom in a plane perpendicular to the helix axis.

x=p

Y= (p+&)sin

2qS-crsin

ZrrqS,

2n$+&rcos

2r~@,

(8)

Z= BqS.
Note also the following relation, which will be useful later:
(,$Y)2= (X-p

cos 2~rqS)~+

(Y-p

sin 2~s)~.

(9)

POTENTIAL

A. General expression
(1)

R

CT, 8.
The atom number N per pitch and the distance Sh between
consecutive atoms are written as
N = B/b = 2rp/a,
[ (~T~)~+B~]*‘~/N=

(2)
~/NV,

where 71-i characterizes the inverse of the length of an
helix pitch. Note that N is not necessarily integral. The
position of the nth atom on the helix can be written in
terms of the curvilinear coordinate S,,,
Sn=nSh

(p+&)cos

Ill. EXPRESSION OF THE INTERACTION

cos 8,

y=p sin 0,

s,=

(7)

The position of the probe atom is finally determined by its
components in the absolute frame as
X=

absolute frame (X,Y,Z) is such that the Z axis corresponds
to the helix axis and the X axis lies in a plane perpendicular
to the helix axis. The X axis is chosen along the vector
joining the helix axis to the intersect point of the helix
framework with this plane. We assume that there is an
atom at the intersection of the helix and of the plane defined by the coordinates (p,O,O). The helix structure is
defined as

z=~~s.

(n integer).

(3)

The interaction energy between the probe atom A and
the helix assumed to be infinite is a periodic function of the
S variable. By means of Eq. (8), we have defined a set of
curvilinear coordinates such that this potential energy verifies
w+s,,o

= w,i3

(10)

at fixed & and cr. Let us recall that S, defines the position
of the nth atom along the helix [Eq. (3)]; therefore, the
periodicity is over the S variable, not necessarily in Z and
8, leading to arbitrary N values [Eq. (2)]. V can therefore
be expanded in a Fourier series as
V(S,g) = C Wg(Sk’G~.
8
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The Fourier expansion is performed in the curvilinear reciprocal space as discussed before, and the Fourier coefficients are given by

where the integration is done over a period of the variable
S.
The interaction between the A atom and the helicoidal
system can be written as a sum of pairwise potentials v,
(R,) where R, characterizes the distance between A and
the nth helix atom, as
Us&

= c 4As--St&).
n

(13)

Equation ( 13) can be replaced into the Fourier coefficient
I+‘,(& [Eq. ( 12)], which becomes
w*(g) =A

;

Js e-r2~(g(s-s,)/skun(s-s~,~).

(14)

In IQ. ( 14), we have artificially introduced the unit factor
exp( l2ngS,,/S,,) in order to define the new variable t=S
-S,. Moreover, it is straightforward to show that the integration over S for fixed n is equivalent to the integration
over S, for fixed S. Equation ( 14) thus becomes
W,(g) =;

Jheli, dS,e-“*“skv(t,S),

B. Application
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to a Lennard-Jones

pairwise potential

Equation ( 19) is quite general and independent of the
form of the interaction potentials between the A atom and
a helix atom. In this section, we assume a Lennard-Jones
form for the pairwise interaction,

‘(S-t&) = ,=;,, (- )k’2&(s’$ ,g) ,
where the Ck’s are the usual Lennard-Jones coefficients and
d characterizes the distance between the A atom and a
helix atom defined by its position (p cos 2mp, p sin 2mp,
Brlt),
d2(S-t&)

= (X-p

cos 27r~t)~+

+ [Br](S-t)

(Y--p

sin 2mp)2
(21)

12.

It is straightforward to show that Eq. (21) can also by
written as [cf. Eqs. (8) and (9)]

d2(S-t,~)=[~+p(l-~os2~~(S--t))12+[~
+p sin 2aT(S-t)12+

[Bq(S-t)12.

The Fourier coefficients are thus given, in that case, by
W;(S) = ,=$,, Nrl j-1

dt cos 2dWS-fl

(23)

(15)

where we have used the identity Z,Ss,=Shelix. From Eq.
(2), the Fourier coefficient is finally written as

(22)

W#)

= k=;,2 NT j+dt sin 2rrgNv(S-t)
-02

( - p*ck
(16)
and, v being real, separated into real and imaginary parts
W:(g) and W:(g) obeying the relations
w+

w;,

w$

- w;

(17)

The zero-order Fourier coefficient valid for the continuum
approximation is given by

W ,(6)=Nrl I,,,ix dt v(t,O.

(18)

‘dk(S-t,{)

’ g’“.

An analytic calculation of these coefficients is tractable
only for special positions of the A atom, for instance, along
the helix axis. Otherwise, the expression of the distance d
[Eq. (22)] is too complicated to allow us a complete analytical treatment and a numerical computation of the integrals in Eq. (23) is required.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. The A atom located on the helix axis

From Eqs. (ll),
(16), (17), and (18), the interaction
energy between the A atom and the helix is
V(s,g)=

W,(g)+2

C (Wf
DO

cos2n-g@+

@sin

277pjS).

(19)

Ydepends on the interaction parameters [through v, (R,)]
between the A atom and a helix atom, on the helix parameters (p,B), and on the atom number density along the
helix.
Note that this expression V has been determined by
assuming that all the atoms are identical. The model could,
however, be generalized to an helix with several atom species by considering a larger primitive vector containing the
different atoms.

When the probe atom lies in a confined geometry, inside the helix and along the helix axis, one has g= --p or
X= Y=O. The distance d [Eq. (21)] is simply written as

d(t) = [p2+ WrlQ211’2,

(24)

and the nonvanishing Fourier coefficients become
wo=

wf=

c

2N
-g-

c

2N
7

k=6,12

k=6,12
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s

0

d”( - )k’2

(,,2+c:;)k,2,

m
s

0

du cos 2rg ;

u

(25)
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The odd Fourier coefficients Wi are zero because of the
parity of the potential with respect to the new variable
u=@p. The analytical integration is performed,’ leading
to
31~N

G
-7+&n

wo=sz

W;=;;

c2+l’[

+A

$

21 Cl2
1

-9

(26)

9

&(4rgNp,B)

&I of g.
b*

P*

0.5

1

2

5

10

0.5

3=

16
4

60

1

8
2

41

1

11

21

2
5

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

2

5

1
1

1
1

1
1

10

1 g>Q

s,,t4PGN@)

TABLE I. Test of convergenceof the Fourier analysis: maximum values

‘For these values of b* and p*, the interaction energy is repulsive when
the probe atom lies on the helix axis. The value g, corresponds to 6
= lo-’ instead of 10e3.

,

where the function Si(x) is defined as
Si(X)

=

1
(i/2-1)!

i’5’
j=.

(i--j-2)!

xj
’ i=6’12’

J!(i/2--j-l)!

(27)
Equations (26) exhibit a linear dependence in the ratio
N/B= b- ‘. Since b defines the distance between consecutive atoms projected on the helix axis, small values of b,
i.e., large atomic number density, lead to large values of the
Fourier coefficients whereas large values of b tend to decrease the magnitude of these coefficients. Moreover, the
Wg coefficients depend strongly on the helix radius, the
attractive contribution being trivially dominant for large
values of p and the repulsive one for small values of p. Note
also the exponential behavior of the coefficients W H
which significantly decrease for large values of g, N/B, and
p. The dependence of the exponential factor in terms of the
product g( N/B) illustrates the fact that the convergence is
better when N/B is large since the coefficients with increasing values of g vanish rapidly. On the contrary, it is necessary to take in account larger values of g when the atomic
number density decreases.
The interaction energy between the probe atom and
the helix can be written in terms of star quantities as
v*(p)

=$

and it is necessary to sum over g up to 60 since the matter
looks quite discrete. Note also that for very small values of
p* (p-O.%),
the potential FM becomes repulsive and the
Fourier coefficients rapidly decrease down to zero, leading
to inaccuracies.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) exhibit the behavior of v* for
b* =2 and two values of p*= 1 and 2, respectively, when

-0.6

( --p*-5+21p*-1’/32)

+& c-0Ce-2u~*/b*

cos 2?rgZ*/b*

v*
-0.0 6

x [p*-5S6(4rgp*/b*)
+&p*-1’S12(4rgp*/b*)],

.

(W

8-

(28)

p*=p/a,
B*= B/a,
and
where v*= V/E, z*=Z/a,
b* = B/Na are reduced quantities with respect to the standard Lennard-Jones parameters E and CT.
We give in Table I the maximum values g,,, of g, which
are required to fit the absolute minima of the interaction
energy v* [Eq. (28)] to those determined by the standard
sum procedure; the interaction energy obtained in this latter case is labeled PA. The fit is such that S = fi:,
- Y* remains smaller than 10M3, for various values of p*
and b*-‘. For small b* and/or large p* values, the atomic
helix distribution appears nearly as a continuum and the
accuracy is very good for g,< 1. For the reverse conditions
(large b* and small p*), the convergence can be very bad

-0.0 7 2 -

-0.076

-

3.0

1

-0.5

I

0

0:5 P/B

FIG. 2. Potential energy Y* experiencedby the probe atom moving along
the helix axis Z. Comparison between the standard sum procedure GA
and the FTA cm with various truncations g,=O, 1, 2; (a) b*=2, p*= 1;
(b) b*=2, p*=2. Seethe text for the definition of the reduced quantities.
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the probe atom moves along the helix axis from -b* to
+ b*. The helix atoms are located at -b*, - b*/2,0, b*/2,
and b*. The solid curves are drawn by taking into account
the zero Fourier coefficient (e),
the first two (VT) and
the first three ( fl) coefficients. They are compared to the
interaction energy v*, determined from the standard sum
procedure. It is obvious from Fig. 2(a) that, when p* = 1,
the g truncation at g,,, = 2 is required to reproduce a correct
behavior of the minima and maxima of the potentialenergy surface. Note that there are two maxima at z* = Z/
a=0 and P=b*
with a relative maximum at b*/2,
whereas two minima occur at z*= b*/4 and 36*/4. As
mentioned before, the Fourier analysis is quite good for
g,=4 (Table I). When p*=2 [Fig. 2(b)], the total interaction potential experienced by the probe atom is smaller
than for p*= 1, because of the increase of the helix radius.
In this case, the g truncation at gm= 1 is sufficient to reproduce in a quite good way the interaction potential surface v*,. Note also that a single maximum occurs at
Z*=b*/2,
whereas the minima lie at z*=O and Z*=b*.
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TABLE II. Helix characteristics and Lennard-Jonescoefficients.”

B*

P*
;
L

Cl2

N

(eVt6)

1.31
1.31

2

6

1.31

6

1.31

2

1

1.5

(eV A12)
1.6 xl@
1.6 x104
1.6 x104
1.22x lo5

20
20
20
30

12
6

*The Lennard-Jonesparameters 0 and E are 3 8, and 6.25 meV for cases
a, b, and c and 4 8, and 1.84 meV for case d, respectively.

and the interaction potential between the probe atom and
the helix is written as [cf. Eq. (19)]
V(X,Y,Z’)) = W,(X’,Y’,Z’)
+2 c

[ W;(X’,Y’,Z’)cos

2n.gN

00
x (Z’+h)/B+

W;(X’,Y’,Z’)

Xsin 2wgN(Z’+h)/B].
B. The A atom located in a plane normal to the helix
axis

(33)

This latter relation implies the following consequences.
(i) For h= =kb= *B/N,
one has
V(X, Y,Z,) = V(X’, Y’,Z’ ).

1. General expression

and symmetry

properties

Let us consider a plane perpendicular to the helix axis
located at the height Zc, or equivalently at a distance So
from the helix origin. Equations (22) and (23) are then
valid after replacing S by Sc. The change of variable II
=/3N(Sc- t) leads to the Fourier coefficients expressed as
N
dkzE)
,
wo=z
j-T=du c. (- jk12
,
Wf*‘=f

,I:

d;;;+]

,;,,

(29)

2

COS;

t&-U)

1

1
1

2. Calculations

2

Y-psin;

(Z’)-u>

+u2.

(30)

A tractable analytical procedure of integration for the Fourier coefficients is not possible and we must use numerical
computations. However, the potential-energy surface exhibits symmetry properties which lead to simplifications.
The change of variables:
Y’ sin 2rh/B,

X=X’

cos 2rrh/B-

X=X’

sin 277&/B -I- Y’ cos 2rrh/B,

(31)

Z,=Z’+h,

where h is a real number, does not modify the distance d
[Es. (30)]. The identities then hold for the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier coefficients:
WfqX,Y,Zo)

= wy(x’,

y’,Z’),

Vo(X, YZO) = vow,

Y’,O)

for

g=Q

when Z=nb,

(33”)

n integer.

Moreover, from Eqs. (29) and (30)) it may be seen that
the interaction potential is invariant in the change Y+
-Y, when Z,=O.

with
d2(u,{) = X--p

This relation defines the translational invariance of V due
to the helix periodicity.
(ii) For h=Z,, i.e., Z’=O, the interaction Y between
the helix and the probe atom located in a plane Z. can be
determined in terms of the Fourier coefficients calculated
in the plane Z’ =O. This can be trivially shown by substituting Z’ =0 in Eq. (33). Note furthermore that

V(X, Y,Zo> = V(X’, Y’,O)

(-)k/2dk;S)

(33’)

(32)

and results

The potential-energy surfaces between the probe atom
and the helix are drawn for various characteristics of the
helix and using the values of the Lennard-Jones coefficients
given in Table II. Note that all the selected cases a-d correspond to b* values smaller than 0.5 (cf. Table I) and that
the potential coefficients are such that the probe atom can
move inside the helix. In each case, the interaction energy
Y is determined for each set (X,Y) of the plane Z=Z,.
The potential-energy surface V(X, Y,Z,) is determined for
a sampling of 1600 points (X, Y) with an interval AX= A Y
=OS A using either the standard sum procedure giving
VU or the FTA leading to K The truncation procedure on
g for Vis that used in Sec. IV A, the convergence criterium
being S< lo-’ for the difference between V, and V. However, for some cases, S cannot decrease even for large g
values because of the rapid decrease of the Fourier coefficients with g; therefore,a secondconvergence
criterium is
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.89

FIG. 3. Potential-energy surfaces V,(X,Y) experiencedby the probe atom moving in the plane Z=O perpendicular to the helix axis. For clarity, we
have drawn - Y= - VA, and dropped to zero the repulsive values of VA,,. The surfaces (a)-(d) correspond to the parameter values given in Table II.
Energy in eV, X and Yin A.

used 1Wg+l 1~10~~. Note, moreover, that the potentialenergy surfaces VA, or V are identical for all planes Z’ = Z.
+nb, being rotated by an angle 8,=n2?~/N,
it is thus only
necessary to determine V in the range (Zo,Zo+ b). For
simplicity we take Z,=O. The accuracy of the FTA is
characterized by the absolute error A=S/ 1V, 1 for each
surface set (X, Y) .
Figures 3 (a)-3 (d) exhibit the potential-energy surfaces VA, (X,Y) when the probe atom moves in the Z=O
plane. In fact, we represent - VA, and drop to zero the
negative values of - VA, which would correspond to repulsive regions for the probe atom. Figures 3 (a)-3 (d) exhibit an attractive ring of potential corresponding to an
outside position of the probe atom, then a repulsive part
inside the ring which characterizes the helix matter, and a
relatively sharp peak of attractive potential. This enhanced
attractive potential region describes the fact that the probe
atom lies inside the helix in its most stable configuration.
Note that the potential-energy surface is not circularly
symmetric due to the helicoidal structure. The attractive
ring has also secondary peaks which correspond to the
atom distribution along the helix. Their presence depends
on the matter density and on the extent of the repulsive
zone which prevents a close analysis of the helix by the
probe atom. From Figs. 3 (a)-3 (c), the only changes are
successively the decrease of the helix pitch and the increase
of the atom number density along the helix which both
lead to an increase of the matter density. The consequences
of these changes are the increase of the secondary peaks in
Figs. 3(b) with a concomitant increase of the interaction

energy, whereas in Fig. 3(c) these minima nearly vanish
and the potential surface looks like that of a continuum
helix. In Fig. 3(d), the helix geometry is similar to the
previous cases but the Lennard-Jones potential appears
much more repulsive (Table II). The probe atom in that
case cannot move close to the helix and it thus experiences
the atom distribution as a helical continuum. This probe
atom can, however, penetrate the helix to experience a
stable position on the helix axis, but the interaction energy
remains small when compared to the previous cases.
We have also considered the case a’ where the A atoms
moves inside a plane Z=b/2,
i.e., without helix matter,
using the same parameters as in case a. The same shape of
the potential-energy surface is obtained but with an enhanced structure for the attractive ring with respect to the
inside central peak.
The adequacy of the FTA for the calculation of the
interaction potential V when compared to the standard
sum procedure is exhibited in Table III for the absolute
potential minimum. The g, truncation is given for each
case described in Table II, and it can be shown that the
convergence is quite good for low g,,, values, since accuracy
is better than 3% for the less-favorable case, and the position of the minima is strictly the same for VA, and V. Note,
however, that for a small fraction (5%) of points in the
repulsive zone which is, however, irrelevant for the adsorption process of the probe atom, the accuracy A can reach
15%.
A test of convergence is shown in Fig. 4, where we
have drawn the zero Fourier coefficient only, leading to
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TABLE III. Absolute minima for the probe-atom-helix interaction potential. Comparison of V,,,, and V.

x(A)

Y(A)

V,,,(XlO-‘eV)

V(XIO-‘eV)

g,,, A(%)

*o.5a
*0.5b
10.5

0.242 612 9

0.235 694 3

2

2.85

b

-2.5
-2
-1

0.342 324 4

0.342 321 I

1

0

f;

-0.5
-2

a’

-2

0
+1

121 6
0.471 388
0.157
0.232 475 2

0.157 388
0.471
136 61
0.237 054 4

01
3

0
0.01
1.97

a

TABLE IV. Ratio of the zero Fourier coefficient and of the total energy
in the Fourier analysis.

Qtlculated for the V, potential.
bCalculatad for the V potential.

- I$, in case a of Tables II and III. This figure is to be
compared with the results of Fig. 3(a). When the probe
atom is far enough from the helix matter, the continuum
approximation looks very good since the term - V. represents about 100% of the interaction V,. When the probe
atom goes closer, the secondary minima are not well reproduced by - Vc but, for the most stable positions, the
agreement becomes, once again, satisfactory. The ratio
We/V is given for each case a-u’ in Table IV; these values
correspond to the absolute minima of the potential-energy
surface (column 2) or to average over all the explored
points (column 3). The truncation values g, of g are represented in Fig. 5 for case a in Table II. The boundaries of
the various regions corresponding to a given g, which satisfies the convergence criterium 8~10~~ are schematized
by solid lines. Most of the potential surface is well represented by the first two Fourier coefficients We and Wi and
the whole potential surface is obtained for g,(5 (see Table
IV). Note that the absolute minimum is reproduced with
g, = 2 although the zone corresponding to the minimum is
already obtained with g,=O.
It is important to note that there is no evident correlation between the accuracy of the FTA and the g, truncation. Indeed, large values ‘of g, are generally obtained at
points of the potential-energy surface which correspond (i)
to a sign change of the interaction, i.e., in the neighborhood of the repulsive region, and (ii) to secondary potential minima. To illustrate this feature, we compare the
curves V,,( Y) and I’( Y) for X=4 A, i.e., at the intersection of the plane Z=O with the helix [Fig. 6(a)]. This case
corresponds to the conditions of the first item (i) since

w@/vx 100

WdVX 100

gIlI

99.93
99.93
99.93
100.00
100.00

100.58
100.45
100.73
101.08
100.84

5
5
3
4
3

a
b

ii
a’

g,=5 is required for a A value equal to 83% when the
probe atoms lies at X=4 A and Y= -5.5 A, i.e., close to
the repulsive zone, while g,= 3 with A=7% when the
probe atom moves to Y= -6 A. For X= -5 A and Y
varying from - 10 A to 0 [Fig. 6(b)] the probe atom experiences a region with a secondary potential minimum.
The largest discrepancy between VA, and V is calculated
when Y= -2 A since A reaches 36% with g,,,=4, but
decreases to 2% when the probe atom moves to Y= -3.5
A with still g,=4. From these results, we show that a
largest truncation value for g,,, does not necessarily provide
a better accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
The goal of this paper was to determine the accuracy
of a Fourier-transform analysis of the interaction potential
between an atom and a helicoidal distribution of atoms.
This method has the invaluable computational advantage
to be fast compared to the usual pairwise sum procedure
when the atom moves along the helix axis. The potentialenergy surfaces experienced by a probe atom which can lie
outside and inside the helix lead to the following conclusions. The interaction energy calculated with the FTA is
generally well represented by the first orders of the
Fourier-series expansion. 5(b) In particular, as already mentioned for planar surfaces, the zero Fourier coefficient provides the dominant contribution to the potential; it corre-
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FIG. 4. Potential-energy surface V,,= V(X, Y) experiencedby the probe
atom moving in a plane perpendicular to the helix axis (see Fig. 3),
assuming that the helix is described by a continuum.

FIG. 5. Map of maximum values g,, of g required to get an accuracy 6
better than lo-’ between VA, and V; (0) g,,,=O; (0) g,,,= 1; (A) g,,,=2;
(‘1 g,=3; (0) gm=4; (0) g,=5
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sponds to the continuum description of the helix, Inside
the helicoidal cavity, the accuracy of V is better than 2%
with the contribution of the continuum term only for a
reasonable matter density on the helix and appropriate

V
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the behavior of V,, and V vs Y for specific X
positions of the probe atom: (a) X=4 A; (b) X= -5 A. The curves (0)
and (A) correspond to V,, and V, respectively.

geometrical helix parameters. Such an agreement is shown
to be realized even for atom positions outside helix matter
planes. It is thus expected that a continuum treatment of
the helicoidal cavities containing a probe atom is quite
convenient. Outside the helix, the accuracy depends on two
main features: the atom-helix distance and the matter density of the helix. When the repulsive interactions prevent
small atom-helix distances, the probe atom trivially feels a
nearly continuum helix and particularly when the number
density of atoms along the helix is large. Therefore, the
Fourier-series expansion can be limited to very small g
values. In the opposite case, and mainly in potential regions with local minima or sign changes, the convergence
appears less good. Fortunately, such regions are generally
irrelevant for the adsorption phenomena and an extension
of the FTA to the whole potential region can be done.
A direct application of this numerical procedure to the
atom or molecule adsorption in helicoidal micropore cavities of zeolites and related compounds and to the atomic
probe of biological molecules could be performed.
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